
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade 1–2 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
These are unprecedented times. Just as school winds down and summer is ramping up, 
things have been upended. We know you are dealing with emotions and having 
conversations about social injustice, staying safe in a pandemic, and other heavy topics. 
Be sure to check out the Free Resources page at hmhco.com/blog for Social Studies 
and Social-Emotional Learning content that may be useful. We remain dedicated to 
helping your family learn and stay connected this summer in the midst of turmoil. 
  
This week we are exploring The Great Outdoors! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read Save Stan’s Tree 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Characters, Point of View, or Respond & Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch Water in the Desert 

Extend the fun by having your child look for frogs or toads in your yard or 
neighborhood. 
You may also have them create their own video about searching for frogs. 
  

● Writing Wednesday: Write About a Move or Change 
Extend the activity by having your child draw a picture to go with their sentences. 
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: Read About Evergreens 
Extend the activity by having your child collect leaves or pine cones from 
evergreen trees in your area. 
  

● Project Friday: Make a Poster 
Extend the activity by having your child plant a tree or other type of plant. Talk 
about what it needs to grow. 
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 

https://www.hmhco.com/blog
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TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• Stan moved into a new home, 


and he is feeling lonely. 


• He likes the tree at his new 


house. 


• He is shy, so making new 


friends is difficult. 


• He is worried when his tree 


starts to lose its leaves in 


autumn. 


• His neighbor tells him trees 


change during the seasons.


• In spring, his tree has grown 


new leaves, and Stan has 


made a new friend.


Key Vocabulary


summer (p. 2)


neighborhood (p. 2)


lonely (p. 3)


shy (p. 5) 


leaves (p. 8)


sick (p. 8) 


Idiomatic Expression


lived next door (p. 4)


Before reading, ask children to 


share what they know about 


the four seasons.  Discuss how 


each season is different, from 


the weather to how trees change 


with each season.


TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL G  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex


GENRE Animal Fantasy


WHY THIS TEXT?


This text explores what happens when Stan, an alligator, moves to a new 


neighborhood and misses his old friend. He loves the tree on his property and 


spends time with it. The story focuses on what happens when Stan is worried about 


his tree’s health. The lively illustrations and simple text help teach children about 


adapting to change.


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About Seasons change (v.), autumn (n.), seasons (n.)
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GENERATE INTEREST


Prompt children to make predictions and share 


connections.


• What changes do people have to make when they move? 


• Have you ever moved?


BUILD VOCABULARY


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections.


• change (v.), autumn (n.), seasons (n.)


Key Ideas & Details


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Stan liked his new house. But he missed his old 


friend, Bill. 


• Stan was lonely. But his new tree made him happy.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Point to lonely on page 3. Explain its meaning. 


Ask: Can you think of other words that mean almost 


the same thing? What is that word in your home 


language?


What had Stan just done at the beginning of the story? 


(moved to a new neighborhood) What does he like about 


being there? (his new house and tree) What doesn’t he like? 


(He misses his friend.)


Discuss Prompt children to look for a picture clue about 


Stan’s friend Bill. Point out how Stan looking at the picture of 


his old friend emphasizes the fact that he misses Bill.


2–3


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Mrs. Long lived next door to Stan.  


• But Stan was shy.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Explain what lived next door means. Point to the 


two houses in the picture on page 4.


Who do you meet on page 4? (Mrs. Long) Why doesn’t 


Stan talk to Mrs. Long?  (He is shy.)


Guide Ask children to look at Stan on page 5. Ask if they have 


had a moment where they have seen two kids talking and 


wished that they could join in on the conversation. Discuss 


what it is like to feel shy.


4–5


TEXT EVIDENCE


• He liked to sit by his tree. He liked to read under his tree.


• PICTURE CLUES


What is Stan painting a picture of? (his tree) What does he 


spend time doing under the shade of his tree? (He reads 


and rests.)


Guide Have children make a connection to the way Stan feels 


about his tree. Ask them if they have a special tree they like 


and what they like about the tree.


6–7
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “My tree looks sick!” said Stan. 


• Stan didn’t know what to do!


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to the clues on page 8 that show that 
the weather is changing.


 ■  ■  Stan does not understand that his tree is 
changing colors because it is .


 ■  How can you tell it is windy on pages 8 and 9?


8–9


Why does Stan think that his tree looks sick? (The 


leaves have changed colors.) Why does this upset him? 


(He does not know what to do about it.)


Guide Prompt children to discuss how the weather 


changes between summer and fall. Introduce the terms 


seasons and autumn. Help children understand that 


since Stan does not know this about trees, he must have 


moved from someplace where trees do not change in 


the fall.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• He gave it water. 


• He read it stories. He sang it songs. But Stan’s tree still 


lost every leaf.


• PICTURE CLUES


10–11


What does Stan do to try to help his tree? (He gives 


it water. He reads and sings to it.) What happens to the 


tree? (loses all of its leaves)


Discuss Explain to children why trees lose their leaves 


during the winter months. Ask them to explain why it 


might be startling to see a tree lose its leaves if they had 


never seen it before.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Please help me, Mrs. Long!” said Stan. “My tree 


is sick.” 


• “Leaves change colors and fall off in the winter. . . .”


• PICTURE CLUES


12–13


What does Stan do next to help his tree? (ask his 


neighbor for help) What does Mrs. Long explain to 


Stan? (what is happening to his tree is natural)


Reread Prompt children to reread Mrs. Long’s 


explanation of what is happening to the tree. Ask them 


to describe what winter and spring are like.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• And he made a new friend who he liked very much.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  In winter, some trees lose their .


 ■  ■  In spring, some trees , but in winter, 
they .


 ■  Compare trees in the spring with trees in the 
winter. 


14–16


What does Stan do to help his tree during the 


winter? (put a scarf on it to keep it warm) Besides his 


tree getting better, what else makes Stan happy?  


(He has made a new friend.)


Create a Visual Reinforce the theme of change by 


having children draw two trees, each from a different 


season. Discuss how the trees are different depending 


on the season and why they change from one season to 


the next.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How do the pictures and words help readers understand more about each character?


Characters


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Characters. For additional support on the concept, refer to the 


relevant Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Stan liked his new house. But he missed his old 


friend, Bill.   


• But his new tree made him happy.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Point to and name the clothes that Stan is 


wearing (sneakers, shorts, sunglasses, etc.). 


Ask children to explain how his clothes tell the 


reader about the season. 


2–3


What is Stan doing in the picture on page 2 that 


shows he is happy? (resting under his tree, smiling) Why 


is he holding a picture of his friend Bill? (He is thinking 


of him and missing him.)


Discuss Prompt children to look carefully at Stan on 


page 3. Have them point out how he is showing that he 


likes his tree.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Stan doesn’t talk to Mrs. Long because he is 
. 


 ■  ■  What makes Mrs. Long look friendly on 
page 5?


 ■  Describe what it is like to feel shy.


4–5


What can you tell about Mrs. Long based on how she 


is dressed on pages 4–5? (She is dressed nicely; she looks 


like she’s going to work.)


Guide Prompt children to look at the expression on 


Stan’s face on page 5. Ask them why Stan is looking at 


Mrs. Long standing at the bus stop.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


6–7


How does the picture on page 6 make it clear that 


Stan is friendly? (He does not mind the birds sitting on his 


head and easel.)


Guide Review the picture on page 6. Have children 


explain how the picture helps make Stan look like he is 


happy and kind.
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• One day the wind turned cold.


• PICTURE CLUES


8–9


How does Stan feel on page 8? (He is worried and 


upset.) How does the way he is dressed reflect the 


changing season? (He is wearing a hat and scarf and 


earmuffs, so it is clearly colder.) 


Guide Prompt children to describe how they feel when 


they are worried. Ask them to explain how they make 


themselves feel better when they are worried.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Stan tried to save his tree. He gave it water.  


• He read it stories. He sang it songs.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to the look on Stan’s face on page 10. 
What is it showing?


 ■  ■  Stan   a lot about his tree.


 ■  Why does Stan try to save his tree?


10–11


How do Stan’s actions show he is caring? (He tries to 


help his tree any way he can.)


Discuss Prompt children to name adjectives that 


describe Stan’s personality based on what they have 


learned about him in the story.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “Please help me, Mrs. Long!” said Stan.


• “Leaves change colors and fall off. . . .”


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Ask children to think about a time they have 


needed help from someone. Have them 


describe the situation.


12–13


Even though Stan is shy, he asks Mrs. Long for help. 


Why does he do this? (He is worried about his tree and 


needs her help.) Is Mrs. Long helpful? (Yes, she explains 


that what is happening with his tree is not something bad.)


Reread Prompt children to reread the information 


about Mrs. Long on page 4 and then the information 


on page 13. Ask them to explain what they know about 


Mrs. Long now that they did not know before.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• And he made a new friend who he liked very much.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Point out how Stan has added a chair under his 


tree and now has two glasses of lemonade.


14–16


How has Stan changed from the beginning of the 


book? (He is happier, and now he has a friend.)


Create a Visual Reinforce how Stan changes in the 


story by making a two-column chart. In the first column 


(labeled “Beginning”), list Stan’s character and feelings 


in the beginning of the story. In the second column 


(labeled “Ending”), list how he has changed.
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INTRODUCE THE DRIVING QUESTION


• How does the point of view help the reader understand what the character is feeling, thinking, and doing?


Point of View


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Use the prompts below to focus on the concept of Point of View. For additional support on the concept, refer to the 


relevant Tabletop Minilesson.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Stan liked his new house. But he missed his old 


friend. . . .


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Have children point to and read aloud the 


pronouns on page 2.


2–3


How can you tell this story is told from the third-


person point of view? (The author uses the pronouns he 


and his. The characters are not telling the story.)


Discuss Prompt children to look through the book for 


how pronouns are used.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• Stan wanted to say something. But Stan was shy.


• PICTURE CLUES


4–5


How can you tell what Stan is feeling in the picture 


on page 5? (the look on his face and the text) What 


emotions is he most likely feeling? (sad, lonely, wishing 


he could talk to friends)


Discuss Ask children how pictures are able to show 


how a character is feeling without any words. Have them 


give examples of how Stan would look different if he was 


already friends with Mrs. Long.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• He liked to sit by his tree. He liked to read under 


his tree.


• PICTURE CLUES


6–7


What do you think Stan is feeling on page 6? (happy 


to be painting a picture of his tree) What is Stan feeling 


while sitting under his tree? (comfortable, happy to 


be there)


Guide Ask children to imagine being Stan and describe 


why he might like to sit under his tree so much.
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• “My tree looks sick!” said Stan.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


 ■  ■  ■  Point to where Stan is putting the leaves that 
are falling off his tree.


 ■  ■  Stan is trying to  the leaves that are 
falling off his tree.


 ■  Why do you think Stan is trying to save all of 
his tree’s leaves?


8–9


What is Stan feeling in the picture on page 9? (He is 


worried about his tree, since the leaves have changed colors 


and it’s getting cold outside.)


Guide Prompt children to look for picture clues on 


pages 8 and 9 that indicate it is windy. Point out the 


expression on Stan’s face in both pictures.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


10–11


What is Stan hoping will happen after he waters his 


tree? (The tree will get better and stop losing its leaves.) 


On page 11, what is Stan most likely thinking as he 


sings to his tree? (Now it will get better.)


Create a Visual Prompt children to make a two-column 


chart. In the first column, list things they wish people 


would do for them if they were not feeling well. In the 


second column, have them list things they do to help 


someone who is not feeling well. Have them compare 


their lists to what Stan does for his tree.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support


Help children rewrite one sentence from 


Mrs. Long’s point of view. Point to the change 


in pronouns.


12–13


How would the story change if it were told from the  


point of view of Mrs. Long? (Answers will vary, but likely 


the emphasis will be on the strange new neighbor and 


helping him understand what is happening with his tree.)


Guide  Prompt children to realize that if the story were 


told from Mrs. Long’s point of view it would be called 


first-person point of view.


TEXT EVIDENCE


• And he made a new friend . . . .


• PICTURE CLUES


14–16


How does the narrator end the story? (telling about 


the new friend Stan made)


Reread Prompt children to imagine that the author had 


written this story from the point of view of the tree. Have 


them reread the story, stopping periodically to add a 


sentence or two from the tree’s perspective. 
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Hands-On Activity


Make a New Friend


• Making friends can be hard, 


especially if you are shy. 


Think about how you might 


make a new friend. What 


would you say?


• With a partner, act out how 


you might talk to someone 


new for the first time.   


• Share your conversation 


with the group.


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.


GENERATE INTEREST


• How do trees change from one season to the next? 


• In which season do you enjoy trees the most?


Respond & Extend


Research Connection


Read about Evergreens


• Look up information about 


evergreen trees, or those 


trees that stay green all year 


round and never lose their 


leaves. How are they the 


same as and different from 


the tree in the book? 


• Write to complete this 


sentence: Some trees stay the 


same color all year round and 


are called . 


• Share what you learned 


about this type of tree with 


the group.


Project


Make a Poster


• Learn about Arbor Day 


online. It is a special holiday 


to celebrate trees and 


nature. 


• Create a poster telling about 


Arbor Day. Use markers and 


crayons to make it colorful. 


• Share your poster with the 


group.


Response Writing


Write about a Move/Change


• Think about a time when you 


have had to move or make a 


big change in your life.   


• Using descriptive words, 


write or dictate to complete 


this sentence: The hardest 


part of moving/changing was 


that I had to . I am 


glad I did, though, because 


now I . 


• Share with the group.


Vocabulary & Language


Talk about Trees


• Define the words roots, trunk, 


branches, and bark. 


• Draw a picture of your 


favorite type of tree. Label 


each part of the tree with the 


new terms you just learned. 


• Show your tree to the group.
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